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Introduction

It is 1527. The English Renaissance is in full swing under the young King Henry VIII. The young German
painter Hans Holbein, who has come to London to seek his fortune, is delighted when he gets a
commission to paint the family of Thomas More, one of England's leading statesman and men of
learning, at his country home in Chelsea.

The story is seen through the eyes of More's young ward Meg, and shows her growing feelings for her
tutor, a man of mysterious background called John Clement, whom she will marry, and for Holbein
himself, whom she will love. This complex of emotions is played out against a backdrop of worsening
religious intolerance in England and across Europe. More, a devout Catholic, abandons his old
friendships with the humanists who have brought the Renaissance to England, and—to Meg's growing
horror—devote himself to hunting down Protestant heretics.

Questions for Discussion

1. Could Meg Giggs be considered a "modern woman"? Why or why not?

2. Is it possible to fully understand the conflicts of an earlier age? What does it mean to learn from history?

3. Fathers and daughters—discuss this relationship and its manifestations in the novel. Has Meg and More's relationship changed by the
end?

4. What role does religion play in the novel?

5. Is there a "female" and a "male" side of medicine? Is there a difference between nursing and care given by physicians?

6. Holbein was one of the first painters to "see God in the human face" and paint works without religious subjects. Did art gain or lose by
being decoupled from religious worship in the 16th century?

7. Does the smaller size of most families today, as opposed to the larger family structures of the 16th century, mean there's less strife
and sibling rivalry? Why or why not?

8. Can you lead an honest life if you're harboring a secret?

9. Do you agree or disagree with Meg's choices in the novel?

10. Does More deserve his fate?
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